
HOSTING A TALL SHIP

   What we have we learned 
over the past ten years of port 
festivals. !
    In the new economy, what 
do we, as the stakeholders, 
need to do differently and still 
achieve a successful festival for 
all concerned.!



INTRODUCTIONS
 Paul Bishop,                                   

Sail Training International!
 David Choate, Conventures and     

Sail Boston!
 John Beebe-Center, Captain, LYNX!
 Dan Moreland, Captain,          

PICTON CASTLE!



TOP QUESTIONS FOR SPEAKERS



WHAT’S THE WHAT
Ports do a good job providing for the key!
necessities – water, electricity, internet, !
liaisons, good crew party, laundry, etc.!
 What are the key points that a host port 

needs to cover to ensure that the ship 
and its crew are looked after during a 
visit and to nurture a long-term !
"positive relationship?!



BEING OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
 What do the Ports need vs. What can the 

Ships realistically provide to maintain a 
good show?!

 What was the Boston model and why 
was it successful?!

 What works in Europe and is it the same 
at each Port?!



RECEPTIONS 

  In the US, a ship typically provides one 
night for a reception over a 3-day event in 
the contract.  How is it done in Europe?!



OPEN HOURS VS. RECEPTIONS

  PORTS:  Which is better financially and 
programmatically – extending ship open 
hours or closing and hosting a reception?!

  SHIPS:  Do you have a preference?!



BEING SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE
 How hard is it to transition from an 

attraction vessel to get ready for a 
reception? Or from an attraction vessel to 
an excursion vessel?  !



COMMUNICATIONS
 COMMUNICATIONS!  Everyone is excited 

to be here and everyone has worked 
hard.  In some ports, the communications 
breaks down.  No one is a mind-reader.  
What do you do in Boston? And STI!

 What would ships like to do differently?!



HOTEL ROOMS
Ports work hard to secure a hotel partner for !
their event to be able to give each Captain a !
hotel room.  Unfortunately, not all hotels are !
located near the waterfront. !
  PORTS:  how difficult are they to secure?  Is it 

worth it? Does it help with tourism?!
  SHIPS:  Appreciated, but are they worth             

it if they aren’t close, even if a port          
provides transportation? !



MAINTAINING THE SHIP IN FESTIVAL MODE

  The TALL SHIPS CHALLENGE® provides 
ports appearances and some revenue.  
The timetable can be tight, making it 
difficult to maintain trainee schedules 
and ship maintenance.  What can we do 
differently?  Fewer ports?  More time in 
between?  !



PUBLICITY
Thousands of people walk by the ships during !
a festival or port stop. How does a Ship !
Operator maximize the opportunity to market !
its ship? !
  Suggestions? !
  What can ships do to help the Ports and 

promote themselves at the same time?!



LIAISONS
Liaisons are the magic ingredient to a happy !
ship and strong communications between !
the vessels and Festival Management. !
  PORTS:  How do you find good ones? 

Two shifts a day? An morning group and 
an afternoon group?!

  SHIPS: Suggestions for better liaison 
programs? !



EXCURSIONS OR SAILAWAYS
Excursions or sailaways provides festival programming !
and gets people on the water, with the hope they will sign !
up sail with us later. They also help with event budgets. Is it too !
much of a good thing or a necessary evil?!

  Ships:  How long is a good excursion when in Festival 
mode? In a perfect ship world?  What do you look to do 
while on board?!

  How many per day is too many and still maintain safety and 
a good visitor experience? Chicago asked for 5x/ day to 
maximize revenue.  Cleveland asked for 4.                
Savannah is asking for 3x/day. What can be                   
done for crew to make it easier?!



EXCURSIONS Continued
 What do they do in Europe, west coast 

vs. east coast, vs. Canada?!
 What are the different needs and 

requirements for ships who can provide 
sailaways versus attraction vessels. !

  Linehandlers – does the ship provide or 
are you happy with Port            
volunteers? !



FINDING THE BALANCE
We have attraction vessels and !
ships that can are licensed to provide !
excursions.  !
  Ports:  What do visitors want?  How do 

you know how to provide a balance? !
  Ships:  From visiting with many ports, 

festival or not, what is easier on the 
crew?!



QUESTIONS



THANK YOU!


